Single-cell genome-wide studies give new insight into nongenetic cell-to-cell variability in animals.
Huge numbers of cells form an adult animal body, ranging from several thousands in Placozoa and small nematodes to many billions in mammals. Cells are classified into separate groups known as cell types by their morphological and biochemical features. Six to several hundreds of spatially ordered cell types are recognized in different animals. This complex organization develops from one cell, a zygote, during ontogeny, and its dynamic equilibrium is often maintained in the adult body. One of the key challenges in biology is to understand the mechanisms that sustain the reproducible development of a complex ordered cell ensemble such as the animal body from a single cell. How cells with identical genomes stably maintain one of the numerous possible phenotypes? How the cell differentiation lineage is selected during development? What genes play a key role in maintaining cell identity, and how do they determine expression of other genes characteristic of the relevant cell type? How does the basically stochastic nature of transcription in an isolated cell affect the stability of cell identity, the selection of a cell lineage, and the variability of cell responses to external stimuli? Better-grounded answers to these questions have become possible with recent progress in single-cell genome-wide analysis techniques, which combine the high throughput of biochemical methods and the differential nature of microscopy. The techniques are still in their infancy, and their further development will certainly revolutionize many fields of life sciences and, in particular, developmental biology. Here, we summarize the main results that have been obtained in single-cell genome-wide analyses and describe the nongenetic cell-to-cell variability in animals.